
As your child’s first and most important teacher, there is a lot you can do to support your child before they 
come to school.  Use this helpful information to make you and your child’s transition to Kindergarten as 
comfortable as possible.

We look forward to welcoming your family into your neighborhood elementary school once your child  
is five on or before September 1.  In the meantime, join us for family and preschool programming at the  
Early Education Center.

“The Creating Learners Preschool and their 
teachers help develop and nourish my child’s 
full potential.  My daughter is more socially, 
emotionally and academically prepared to 

enter Kindergarten. This program has  
been an amazing benefit to our family.”

• Will my child be ready?

• What are the requirements?

• What can I do to help my child prepare?



PHYSICAL & SELF HELP SKILLS*
Kindergarten Readiness Skills       
• Dresses self
• Performs self-care routines
• Uses appropriate pencil grip
• Holds scissors correctly
• Can run, jump, throw, kick a ball and gallop steadily
• Can complete puzzles with support

What Parents Can Do  
• Encourage your child to zip & button independently
• Allow your child to brush their own teeth and hair
• Make writing utensils and paper always available
• Allow your child to practice with supervision
• Spend a lot of time moving and playing outside
• Spend time working on puzzles together

SUPPORTING 
KINDERGARTEN 
TRANSITION  
WITH DAILY 
ROUTINES

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL SKILLS *
Kindergarten Readiness Skills  
• Separates from caregiver
• Transitions to new activity when asked
• Can independently complete a task
• Follows rules and two-step directions
• Shares and takes turns
• Plays or works cooperatively
• Engages in two-way conversation
• Listens to others
• Is persistent through challenge
• Confidently asks for help
• Attends to a task for at least 5 minutes
• Uses their words to calmly solve problems
• Expresses emotions appropriately
• Respects others’ personal space
• Is absorbed in the process of creating
• Uses imagination and inventiveness

What Parents Can Do
• Use a quick good-bye routine
• Give a 2-minute alert before changing activities
• Encourage independence;  let them do it
• Practice multi-step directions often
• Coach your child to take turns with others
• Be available to support social interactions
• Practice conversations every day
• Demonstrate good listening skills
• Gently encourage your child to try again
• Remind your child: “You can ask for help”
• Help them sustain attention by playing together
• Model a calm demeanor
• Teach words for complex feelings
• Encourage respect among family members
• Provide opportunities for open-ended play often
• Allow time for creating unique projects 



MATHEMATIC AND SCIENTIFIC THINKING*
Kindergarten Readiness Skills     
• Counts to 29
• Counts backwards from 10
• Can count objects by touching one at a time
• Is accurate when estimating
• Knows what number comes next / before, up to 10
• Combines shapes to make new shapes
• Recognizes and creates simple patterns
• Compares size, length and distance
• Sorts objects by size
• Uses position words correctly
• Can draw a simple map
• Uses past experiences to make predictions

What Parents Can Do 
• Practice counting in the car and while waiting in line
• Play number games to count up and back from 10
• Count objects you see by touching each one
• Play estimation games with coins or blocks
• What comes after number 5?  Before number 9?
• Use simple toys or paper shapes to create
• Practice simple red-blue-red-blue patterns
• Use words like longer, shorter, farther, larger, etc.
• Allow size sorting with items you find around home
• Use words like up, down, behind, in front of, next to
• Practice drawing a map of the rooms in your home
• Ask your child to predict what will happen when...

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY*
Kindergarten Readiness Skills       
READING
• Listens attentively to a story
• Identifies parts of a book
• Can retell a familiar story
• Predicts what will happen next
• Can answer simple questions about the story
• Knows reading is done left to right

WRITING
• Understands print has meaning
• Attempts to write
• Understands why writing is important
• Recognizes and writes their first name
• Knows differences between numbers and letters

SPEAKING
• Speaks clearly
• Uses expansive vocabulary
• Eagerly tells stories in a logical order
• Plays with the sounds of words
• Participates in songs, chants and nursery rhymes

• Can make simple rhymes

What Parents Can Do
• Read books every day
• Talk about the cover, pages and author
• Ask your child to read you the story this time
• Pause and ask:  “What might happen next?”
• Discuss how the characters might be feeling?
• Point to the words as you read

• Talk about why you need to write words
• Make writing supplies available all the time
• Let children see you writing
• Help them practice writing their name
• Look at letters and numbers in your environment

• Talk to each other a lot!
• Use a variety of words each day
• Encourage a first, next, last storyline
• Break apart sounds in words (e.g. /d/ - /o/ - /g/)
• Sing silly songs often as a family

• Practice simple rhyming words (e.g. cat, man)



•  A simple, FREE check of your child’s development,  
including vision, hearing, growth, language,  
and cognition

• Best done when your child is 3 years old

•  One way to identify children who may benefit  
from district and community resources to support  
their development

• Not a tool for determining “Kindergarten readiness”

• Required for school entrance
 
If you have not been contacted to complete your  
child’s screening or, if you have questions about your 
child’s development, please call:  (320) 762-3305

Alexandria Public Schools Early Education Center
1410 South McKay Ave., Suite 102
Alexandria, MN 56308
(320) 762-3305
www.alexschools.org/eec

Early Childhood Screening  
is required for your child  

Early Childhood Screening is:

* The Early Childhood Indicators of Progress are a summary of the shared set of 
expectations of what young children can learn and do, created by the Minnesota 
Department of Education.  Programming at Alexandria Public Schools supports 
your child in all of these areas of development.  The time you spend interacting 
with your child supports these same developmental goals.  All ideas shared  
here are aligned with the K Readiness indicators of progress.


